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Ⅰ. Introduction 

  From 1955 till 1973, Japan had a high rate of economic growth that exceeded 10%. 

During this high-speed economic growth period, the size of Japan’s economy expanded 

rapidly, crowning it the second major economic power by the end of the 1960s. Also, during 

this period, a sudden increase in personal income led to a rise in consumption, especially in 

consumer durables. Representative cases are ‘the three sacred treasures’ (televisions, 

refrigerators, washing machines) in the 1950s and ‘3C’(color televisions, air conditioners, 

cars) in the 1960s.   

  Meanwhile, a country’s economic growth can be explained as the result of continuous 

growth in consumption demand. That is, we are focusing not only on the aspect of 

consumption increasing due to a boost in income, but also the fact that continuous growth of 

consumption encourages economic growth from a demand perspective. A scholar who 

espouses this theory in Japan is Hiroshi Yoshikawa, whose explanation emphasizes the 

relationship between the rise in the number of households and an increase in demand for 

household electronic appliances.  

  However, generally, cars are used as an example instead of household appliances to link 

the increase in consumer durable goods and growth of the Japanese economy. In reality, 

cars along with household appliances represent the increase in consumption during this 

period. However, since the automobile industry developed into one that represents Japan’s 

production system and its strong international competitiveness in the 1970s, a lot of effort 

has been concentrated in analyzing the process through which this industry gained a 

competitive edge. As a result, there was comparatively less interest in the internal structure 

of the Japanese automobile market, that is, what the ratio of cars to trucks was according to 

vehicle type andwhat size of vehicle led demand during different periods. Furthermore, there 

was little interest in the source of demand for each vehicles and in how these vehicles were 

used. In other words, there was an emphasis on the supply and policy side of the automobile 

industry and a shortage in analyses about the market and demand structure.   

  Taking into consideration previous studies and the problems pointed out above, this 

research paper will analyze the characteristics of the Japanese automobile market and its 

demand structure during the high-speed economic growth period. For the analysis method, I 

will find similarities and differences between the Japanese automobile industry’s market 

structure and the international one by examining basic statistical data. Secondly, I will 

concentrate on consumption and demand. To be more specific, vehicle  types will be 

categorized (mini, popular, small, ordinary, three-wheeler, etc.)1, and consumers will also be 

divided by occupations and households to observe which consumer types buy what kinds of 

vehicles for what reasons. Last, I will investigate the historical background and conditions 

that result in these characteristics and consumption structure. While the time frame of 

analysis is the high-speed economic growth period, I will concentrate up to the early 1960s, 

which is important for understanding the historical background.  

  The paper will be structured as follows. First, Section 2 will introduce the process of the 

automobile market expansion during the high-growth period, then explain the characteristics 

of the Japanese automobile industry that set it apart from other countries. The Japanese 

automobile market expanded at an accelerated rate over an extended period, and when 

comparing by vehicle type, the percentage of trucks was comparatively high. Next, Section 3 

analyzes the features of the market structure of trucks. Up to the 1950s, three-wheel trucks 

occupied a significant portion of trucks, and after the 1960s, there was a large number of 

mini four-wheel trucks. The background and causes of these phenomena will be 

investigated. Section 4 analyzes the demand structure of passenger cars while keeping 

                                         
1 Here, I will briefly explain about how vehicles are classified. Passenger car, truck, bus is a classification by 

vehicle type. Moreover, each vehicle can be categorized according to the objective of analysis. This paper 
uses the categorization set by the Road Traffic Law, that is, by the type of driver's license, that separates 
vehicles into, mini, small, and standard categories. Based on engine displacement, mini vehicles are under 
360cc, standard-vehicles are over 2001cc, and small-vehicles are within the range of 361~2000cc. 
Meanwhile, it was common in the 1960s to categorize a car that was a small-car and had an engine 
displacement of under 1000cc, as a popular-car. While the vehicles discussed above are all four-wheelers, 
there were many three-wheel truck in use in Japan. Three-wheel truck can also be categorized into mini-
trucks and small-trucks.   



motorization in mind, which is a characteristic of the distribution process of privately-owned 

passenger cars. One characteristic is that mini-cars as well as slightly larger cars(popular-

cars) make up a large part of the passenger car sector. Also, there is a significant difference 

in car penetration rates between self-employed households and salaried-employee 

households, the background behind which I will discuss. Finally, in the conclusion, I will 

summarize the overall results of the analysis, find relevant implications, and deliberate about 

the prospects of the Japanese automobile market.  

 

Ⅱ. Characteristics of the Japanese automobile market structure  

1. Market expansion at a fast rate over a long period   

  In high-speed economic growth Japan, the portion of vehicles used as a means of 

transportation expanded rapidly. During the period of 1955~75, the volume of goods moved 

by truck increased by 7.7 times compared to an increase by 1.1 times of goods moved by 

train(in terms of ton*distance). The volume of passenger transport by car and bus increased 

60-fold while passenger transport by train only rose 2.4 times (in terms of people*distance). 

Over the same period, the share of trucks transporting cargo rose from 11.2% to 36%, while 

the share of cars and buses transporting passengers rose steeply from 16.5% to 50.8%. 

  Table 1 shows that the rate of increase in the number of vehicles was faster and the period 

longer in Japan compared to other countries. In 1955, the number of vehicles, that is, the 

automobile market size was around 1.2 million vehicles, but it quickly broke through the 10 

million mark by 1967, 20 million in 1972 and 30 million in 1976. This type of breakneck 

growth rate had appeared only once before, in the 1950s in the US. Consequently, during 

the last stages of its high-speed economic growth period, Japan managed to significantly 

narrow the gap in penetration rates between it and the US and other Western European 

countries.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

The Japanese car market expanded swiftly because the size of Japan’s population was 

two or three times of the population of many European countries and because high-growth 

lasted over a prolonged period. During this period, 1974 was the only year that auto sales 

fell in Japan, while sales fluctuated periodically in the US, and the rate of increase in sales 

was generally low until it started decreasing in the 1970s in Europe.  

 

 2. Low rate of car sales  

  Table 1 shows that in the case of Japan, the increase rate of the number of passenger 

cars registered was lower than the increase rate of the total number of automobiles 

registered. For example, automobiles per a thousand persons and cars per a thousand 

persons was respectively 5.3 and 1.7 in 1955 in Japan, which was incredibly low compared 

to the US and major European countries. However, in 1974, in the final stages of the high-

speed economic growth period, those numbers increased to respectively 238 and 144, 



successfully bridging the gap with other countries.     

  This indicates that in comparison with other countries, there was a difference in the pace 

at which passenger cars and trucks were sold throughout Japan. By examining the change 

in percentage of the number of passenger cars sold out of the total number of vehicles sold 

every year, that is, the trend in the passenger car sales rates(Figure 1), it is easy to see that 

Japan has an extremely low rate compared to other countries. 

 

<Figure 1> Trend in Passenger Car Sales Percentages 

 
Source : JAMA 

 

  The percent of passenger car sales was 31% in 1955, but jumped to over 40% in 1967. In 

1969 it exceeded 50%, rose all the way up to 64% in 1975, and then dropped to 57% in the 

1980s. Comparatively, in the US as well as in Western European countries, the rate had 

already surpassed 75% in the 1950s and maintained that percentage even throughout the 

1980s. The numbers were particularly high in Western Germany and Italy, at respectively 

95% and 94% in 1975. Around 1980, despite having near-identical car penetration rates, 

Japan and Italy had hugely disparate passenger car penetration rates because there was a 

gap in passenger car sales percentages.   
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Ⅲ. Market structure of the truck sector and the significance of demand for three-

wheeler trucks 

 1. Trend in structure of the truck market bycategory 

  What is the reason for a low rate of passenger car sales, in other words, a high rate of 

truck sales in Japan?  To answer this question we look to the percentages of truck sales by 

car type (Figure 2).  

 

<Figure 2> Trend in percentages of truck sales by category 

 
Source : JAMA 

 

  First, three-wheelers have the highest percentage of sales out of all types of trucks up to 

1957. That a large quantity of three-wheelers was used as trucks over a long period of time 

is a fact unique to Japan.2 Secondly, while small-trucks constituted the majority of trucks, 

there was also a significant amount of mini-trucks. The percentage of mini-trucks was 39% in 

1962, 37% in 1965, 32% in 1970, and 30% in 1974. Interestingly, the percentage of mini-

trucks rose at a steep rate when the percentage of three-wheelers started to fall around 

                                         
2  Before a dominant design of the automobile was established, the three-wheeler was available in many 

designs up to the early 1900s. And, when European countries faced a shortage of goods such as 
shortly after the war, a small number of them were used for passenger car (Hill, Three-Wheelers, 1995).  
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1962, which means that mini-trucks were substituting three-wheelers. That is, since three-

wheelers and mini-trucks were used in large quantities, Japan had an overall higher 

percentage of trucks compared to other countries. 

 

2.  Source of demand for three-wheelers  

I will break down the types of trucks even further and examine the trend in production 

(Table 2). Up until the mid 1950s, small three-wheelers were the norm, but there was gradual 

shift to mini three-wheelers, starting in 1959. However, a sharp decrease in mini three-

wheelers began in the early 1960s, around the time when mini four-wheelers started to 

emerge.  

 

 

   

As stated above, three-wheelers were used in large quantities until the early 1960s. The 

reasons behind this can be divided in terms of demand and supply. Demand factors refer to 

factors such as a rise in demand for cargo transportation and the competitive edge three-

wheelers had over four-wheelers. Supply factors refer to how three-wheeler manufacturers 

responded to demand. Of course, both types of factors are closely related. Since major auto 

makers such as Toyota and Nissan focused on resuming production of standard trucks, 

which were high in demand during the boom period up to the early 1950s, various auto 

makers of three-wheelers began to dip their toes into transportation in small quantities. This 

was possible because before the Second World War, Japan had already experienced 

producing three-wheelers in mass amounts. Three-wheelers came into use in Japan in the 

late 1920s and became number one in terms of amount manufactured among all domestic 

vehicles in the 1930s. However, with the start of war, production of trucks excluding standard 

trucks was regulated.  

  Nonetheless, three-wheeler manufacturers started to lay down plans to switch over to 

four-wheelers. For instance, the biggest three-wheeler manufacturer at the time, Toyo-Kogyo

（currently Mazda), had already developed a four-wheeler truck in 1949, but was assessing 

the trends in the market and waiting for an opportune time to release it. Toyo-Kogyo 

unexpectedly discovered that there was widespread demand for three-wheelers due to the 

ongoing Korean War. So in September of 1950, they took the 1157cc engine that had been 

developed for a four-wheeler truck and loaded it on a three-wheeler, launching it as a three-

wheeler truck that had a load capacity of 1 ton. At the time, the standard for a three-wheeler 

wasa 750cc engine with a load capacity of 500kg. However, by developing a larger three-

wheeler, the three-wheeler started to encroach on the territory of four-wheelers, instead of 

being replaced by it.  

  With the success of Mazda’s strategy, many three-wheeler manufacturers followed suit. As 

a result, three-wheelers grew larger in size, leading to the release of a three-wheeler with a 

1500cc engine that could carry loads up to 2 tons. Consequently, by the mid 1950s, three-

wheelers conquered the market of trucks with a load capacity between 750kg~2 tons. The 

truck with a load capacity of 1 ton was used the most.  

  Three-wheelers sold well because they did not change any of their advantageous features 

but improved their weak ones. Compared to four-wheelers, three-wheelers were noisy and 

shaky, and were difficult to maneuver when driving down a steep road. By improving some 

these features, and keeping advantages such as to drive even on narrow roads, they were 

able to secure a broad consumer base. 

  However, the greatest advantage that three-wheelers had over four-wheelers was price. A 

Mazda three-wheeler that loads up to 500kg was 157,000 yen in September of 1950 while 

Nissan’s Datsun four-wheeler truck with the same load capacity was 335,000 yen. In April of 



1956, a Mazda three-wheeler with a load capacity of one ton was 420,000 yen while 

Toyota’s Toyopet with the same load capacity was 510,000 yen. That is, even though the 

price of three-wheelers had been hiked up due to improvements in its features, causing the 

price gap with four-wheelers to narrow, there was still a 20% difference in price. This meant 

that three-wheelers maintained their advantage of having exceptional value relative to cost.  

Who were the main consumers of three-wheelers? According to surveys of three-wheeler 

users, almost half of three-wheeler sales was made to wholesale and retail industry, and 

20% to the manufacturing industry (Table 3). The wholesaler was half, the food and 

beverage retailer was 30% of wholesale and retail industry and 30% out of manufacturing 

industry buyers were manufacturers of food and beverage. Among four-wheelers, standard 

truck were mostly sold to the transportation and communication, and service industry, 

followed by the manufacturing industry and the construction industry, while 10% were sold to 

wholesale and retail industry. In the case of small four-wheeler trucks, while the largest 

amount was sold to wholesale and retail industry, the difference in percentage sold to the 

manufacturing industry was not as large as three-wheelers. You can say that the three-

wheeler was considered the ‘merchant’s car’ at the time. 

 

   

 

  While the truck sector had many of the same characteristics even before the Second 

World War, trucks became more widespread in farming areas in the 1950s. In the postwar 

period, the purchasing power of farmers strengthened after agrarian land reforms, and three-

wheelers were preferred over four-wheelers by them.3 For instance, if you examine the 

number of trucks sold by category in 1950~56, three-wheelers take up 80%. However, Table 

3 shows that the percentage of agriculture and fishery was not high. This is because a large 

number of used three-wheelers was sold in farming areas. 20% of all used three-wheelers 

was sold in farming villages.  

 
 3. Transition from mini three-wheeler to mini four-wheeler  

  However, the number of three-wheelers manufactured reached its peak in 1956, and 

started its decline from that point on. To be more exact, the number of mini three-wheelers 

started to decrease, with numbers of mini four-wheelers increasing instead. We can interpret 

this as mini four-wheelers gaining an advantage over mini three-wheelers. If so, why did this 

happen? 

  Since there was no sudden deterioration in the performance and safety levels of three-

wheelers, this change can be attributed to an improvement in the competitiveness of four-

wheeler trucks. Until the mid 1950s, four-wheeler manufacturers mainly invested in the 

development of domestic small passenger cars and domestication through the adoption of 

technology of foreign passenger cars, so they could only focus on standard truck instead of 

a wide range of trucks.  

Meanwhile, when Toyota completed development of a domestic passenger car in 1955, that 

engine was attached on trucks, too. Additionally, in order to compete with three-wheelers, 

engines that had been used on older models were attached to low-price small-trucks. This 

model was the Toyoace that had1000cc in engine displacement and one-ton load capacity. 

At the time of its 1956 release, it was 580,000 yen, which was quite expensive compared to 

the Mazda three-wheeler’s 420,000 yen price tag. However, through multiple price 

reductions, the price fell to 465,000 yen in February of 1958, which was lower than the 

Mazda three-wheeler’s price of 470,000. In this process, there was a sharp spike in sales, 

                                         
3 After the late 1990s before the production and sales of vehicles skyrocketed, many three-wheelers that 

were classified as farming vehicles existed in China. Although production methods and the background 
differed from Japan, there were some similarities, such as active production of three-wheelers before 
the automobile industry was fully developed and widespread use of three-wheelers in farming areas.    



which prompted other four-wheeler manufacturers such as Nissan to make steep price cuts 

mostly in trucks with one-ton load capacities. This, in turn, led to an increase in sales for 

these manufacturers. 

  In response to the actions of manufacturers of four-wheeler small trucks, three-wheeler 

manufacturers chose a strategy of focusing on the upper and lower spectrum. That is, when 

four-wheelers with a one-ton load capacity entered the market, three-wheeler manufacturers 

increased the ratio of trucks with a 1.5~2 ton load capacity and started developing trucks 

with a load capacity lower than one-ton.  

  Out of these two strategies, the one that manufacturers put an emphasis on and saw 

greater achievement in was lower strategy,  that is, developing a mini three-wheeler that 

was smaller than the existing small three-wheeler. Mini three-wheeler trucks with an engine 

displacement of below 360cc began to appear in the early 1950s, but were not embraced in 

the market due to glitches in its technology. The performance of the existing mini three-

wheeler model was not very different from the one from the 1920s. 

  However, as previously discussed, when three-wheeler manufacturers faced competition 

from four-wheeler manufacturers in the small-truck market, they made best use of their 

accumulated production experience to develop a low–price, high-performance mini three-

wheeler, thus rapidly expanding the market.  A representative model is Daihatsu’s Midget, 

which had a monthly output of 100 cars when it was released in January of 1958, but 

increased output to 1000 in October of the same year. It soared to popularity, reaching a 

monthly output of 4000 by June the next year.  

  The reason behind Midget’s success was its advantage in price relative to its 

performance. That is to say, not only was technology that was developed in the process of 

enlarging the size and upgrading performance and safety measures of the small three-

wheeler utilized in making the product, but the price was 190,000~230,000 yen, almost the 

same as a motorcycle with an identical engine displacement. On top of that, a unique 

marketing strategy contributed to its success. With assistance from the Japan Management 

Association (JMA), Daihatsu taught people who had previously relied on bicycles or 

motorcycles to transport cargo how to use the Midget in order to encourage them to 

purchase one. This was an effective way to actualize latent demand.     

  Inspired by Midget’s success, other manufacturers started to develop mini three-wheelers 

in 1959. As a result, the number of mini three-wheelers produced exceeded that of small 

three-wheelers in the same year. Therefore, the entire scale of three-wheeler market 

expanded, and was forecasted to grow even further in the 1960s. Its competitor, the mini 

four-wheeler did appear in 1955, but as in the case of small three-wheelers and small four-

wheelers, the total transition from mini three-wheelers to mini four-wheelers was expected to 

take about 10 years. The reason was the same 20% price gap. The 'Income-Doubling Plan' 

of 1960 estimated that the number of three-wheelers produced would increase to a yearly 

365,000 in 1965 from 280,000 in 1960, and 470,000 in 1970. 

  However, the number of mini three-wheelers produced hit its peak in 1960 and started to 

decline at a rapid pace from 1961. On the contrary, mini four-wheelers started to be 

produced in larger numbers. Consequently, the actual number of three-wheelers produced 

was 43,000 in 1965 and a mere 14,000 in 1970. This can be explained as three-wheeler 

manufacturers making an anticipative switch in direction, not a sudden change due to a shift 

in demand for three-wheelers. That is, at a point when small three-wheelers were being 

substituted with small four-wheelers and when three-wheeler manufacturers themselves had 

begun to produce small four-wheelers, these manufacturers were actively encouraging a 

transition to mini four-wheelers before any other four-wheeler competitors challenged them 

in the mini vehicle market.   

  On the other hand, the 1960s was also a period when there was a leap in the number of 

small-trucks, a leap even greater than that of mini three-wheelers. The small-truck as the 

main vehicle type was becoming an international trend, meaning that at this time, Japan was 

finally converging with the international standard.  

 

Ⅳ. Structure of the passenger car market and characteristics of demand by 

household type 

 1. Trend in the market structure of passenger cars by category  

  During 1955~1975, the yearly number of passenger cars sold increased by 100-fold. 

Looking at the table, you can see that it starts to increase at a rapid rate in the late 

1960s(Table 4).  



 

 

 
  Viewed by category, small-cars, the international standard size of passenger cars, led the 

expansion in the market during the period of high-speed economic growth, which was 

different from the truck sector. While mini passenger cars appeared with mini-trucks in the 

early 1960s, unlike the case of trucks, they had a lower percentage compared to small-cars.   

  However, although the category of mini-car is, in terms of engine displacement, lower than 

360cc, the category of small-car is more varied, from 361~2000cc. Therefore, cars with 

below 500cc of engine displacement like Europe’s small-cars were categorized as small-cars 

instead of as mini-cars in Japan. Then what percentage of Europe’s small-cars or liter cars 

(1000cc) were passenger cars?  

  To figure out the answer to this question you can refer to Figure 3, which shows the trend 

in the number of passenger cars manufactured, according to engine displacement. There 

are three categories of small passenger cars, 361~1000cc, 1001~1500cc, and higher than 

1501cc, and we detect the following characteristics. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

<Figure 3> Trend in number of passenger cars manufactured by engine displacement  

 
Source :NikkanJidoshasimbunsha(Daily Automobile Newspaper Co.)  

   

 First, over the entire period, the category that occupied a significant portion was cars with 

1000~1500cc in engine displacement, while cars with 1501cc and higher in engine 

displacement, which are generally known as small-cars, rose at a steep rate in the late 

1960s. Secondly, the 361~1000cc category had a high ratio up until the 1950s, but started to 

decline dramatically in the late 1960s, which was the opposite of mini cars. This was 

because the combination of both categories represented a consistent 35~40% during the 

1960s. Both categories were the result of corporate response to Japan’s industrial policy, 

‘People’s Car Project,’ which will be discussed later in this paper. 

  Was passenger cars with lower than 1000cc in engine displacement occupying 35~40%, 

high or low compared internationally? The results are in Table 5. Table 5 compares Japan’s 

case with some European countries, and while the scope of statistical data is different for 

each country, by examining the change in percentage of the smallest size car, we discover 

the following.   

  First, in all countries covered, cars with an engine displacement of lower than 1000cc fell 

in percentage. The rate at which they decreased was most drastic in Germany and most 

gradual in Italy, with Japan in the middle. Next, looking at the absolute weight of the below 
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1000cc category, Japan was 12% in 1980. When a European country’s passenger car 

penetration rate was similar to that of Japan in 1970, Germany was 15%, UK 27%, France 

33%, and Italy 62%. Japan was 24% in 1975.  

 

 

   

That is, in the expansion process of Japan’s passenger car market, mini-cars with 360cc 

in engine displacement, which are passenger cars smaller than Europe’s small-car, were 

widely in use. The proportion of cars under 1000cc showed a similar downward trend to 

European countries, while the absolute weight was small even by European standards.  

 

2. Features of demand of privately-owned cars by household type  

  We will now focus on the privately-owned car market to understand the characteristics of 

its expansion process, that is, its motorization process. First, looking at the trend in the 

number of cars owned by purposeof purchase,that is, whether it was for private use or for 

business use, the ratio of privately-owned cars was merely 69% in 1955 but rose to 96% by 

1967. Namely, by the end of the 1960s, privately-owned cars were made up of mostly 

passenger cars. However, a privately-owned car means a car that is not used for 

transportation business purposes, and that includes not only cars that are owned by an 

individual, but also cars that are owned by a corporation. The percentage of privately-owned 

cars that were used by individuals was 53% in 1962, but rose every year to 66% in 1965, 

69% in 1967, 72%in 1969, and 82% in 1971.    

 Next, looking over the trend in yearly number of cars sold by user (Figure 4), there was a 

stark contrast between the rise of cars purchased by individuals and the drop in cars used by 

taxi services. The manufacturing industry and distribution businesses were the next largest 

users, rising in percentage in the 1960s but falling in the 1970s. On the other hand, cars 

purchased by individuals were at a low 4.1% in 1958, but rose by 10% every two years, 

reaching 1970% in 1975.  

 

<Figure 4> Trend in rates of passenger car sales by user 

 

Source : JAMA. 
 

  Yet, we adopt an indicator with not an individual, but a household, to represent the 
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penetration process of passenger cars. This is due to the reality that passenger cars are 

used by entire households and that various demand surveys are conducted by taking 

characteristics of households into consideration.   

  Households can be classified into salaried employee, self-employed, and agriculture and 

fishery. The majority of households are salaried employees.  Salaried employees also be 

broken down into upper management (those that hold a position higher than a department 

head in a firm), office workers(company employee, government employee, etc.), manual 

laborers(salesperson, factory worker, driver, etc.), profession(doctor, lawyer, artist, etc.). The 

ratio of salaried employee is the highest, with office worker households and manual laborer 

households occupying approximately 60% of all households. However, in Figure 4, the 

category of individual users is mainly included in salaried employee, which is in turn, also 

included in some of the other industry users. For example, the category, distribution industry, 

encompasses passenger cars used by wholesale and retail companies, and also passenger 

cars that are used by small-scale merchants. In that scenario, from a household perspective, 

the small-scale merchant can be included in self-employed.  

  Figure 5 exhibits the trend in passenger car penetration ratesby household type. 

Penetration rates increased at an overall speedy rate from 4.4% in 1964 to 40% in 1974. 

The rate for self-employed saw the quickest rise and the rate for agriculture and fishery 

started to exceed that of salaried employee in the 1970s. Although we cannot verify that the 

penetration rate for self-employed exceeding that for salaried employee during the 

motorization period was unique to Japan, it was closely related to the fact that there was 

high demand for mini-trucks.      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

<Figure 5> Trend in rate of passenger car ownership by household type 

 

Source : JAMA 
 
   We saw a disparity in penetration rates of passenger cars by households or by the head 

of household’s occupation. Would there be any significant difference by type of car owned? 

Figure 6 arranges the types of cars owned by self-employed and salaried-employee by 

period. What constitutes as a popular-car differs by period, but it generally refers to a 

passenger car with an engine displacement of 361~1000cc. We extrapolate the following 

facts from this graph. 
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<Figure 6> Trend in percentages of passenger cars owned by household type 

 

Source : JAMA 
 

  The common trend is almost identical to that of the number of cars sold by car type. We 

confirm that there was a high rate of mini-car ownership in the late 1960s, which fell in the 

1970s. Over the entire period, small-cars had the highest rate of ownership. However, the 

rate of mini-car ownership was higher in salaried employee than self-employed, with a 

significant difference that persisted over different periods. However, already around 1970, 

the percentage of popular-cars began to surpass that of mini-cars in salaried employee 

household.  

  Similar to the three-wheeler’s role in the truck market, the emergence of the mini-car 

made it feasible for salaried employee that has a relatively low income level, to purchase 

cars. However, at the tail-end of the high-speed economic growth period, even those 

households preferred a higher-ranked car type, the popular-car over the mini-car. Unlike 

trucks, consumers show a tendency to upgrade their passenger cars, which is associated 

with how these cars are used.  

  Was there a significant difference in the use of cars by household type? As reported in 
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Figure 7, there was a noticeable difference in how salaried employee and self-employed 

used their passenger cars. In the case of self-employed, despite the car being a privately-

owned one, it was used overwhelmingly more for business. On the other hand, salaried 

employee used the cars with high frequency to commute to work and school. However, we 

should notice the fact that the percentage of business use was higher than leisure use for 

salaried employee, and leisure use was higher than use to commute to work and school for 

self-employed in the 1960s. This indicates that self-employed used a privately-owned car for 

business purposes, in similar fashion to how they used a truck. This may explain why self-

employed preferred popular-cars over mini-cars, an observation I’ve made before.  

 

<Figure 7> Trend in percentage of passenger car use by household type

 
Source : JAMA 
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  In this section, we will examine the characteristics of the passenger car sector from the 
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People’s Car Plan was launched in May of 1955, at a time when Japan automobile 
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own models. The ‘People’s Car’ was a 4-seater, that runs at more than 100km/h, has a fuel 

economy of 30km/ℓ, has an engine displacement of 350~500cc, and weighs less than 400kg. 

It cost 250,000 yen to manufacture when manufacturing up to the point of 2000 cars per 

month, The contents of the plan was to start production in 1958. In order to take advantage 

of economies of scale, production was to be limited to one company, who would receive 

support in terms of taxation and finances.  

  Most people in the industry were up in arms against this plan because they believed that it 

would be impossible to manufacture a car with the mentioned features at the estimated cost. 

However, the fundamental reason was because of the policy to limit all production to a single 

company.4 The plan ended up failing, but it held significance in that it proposed a specific 

technological objective for auto makers to reach for. Many mini-cars that nearly matched the 

standard criteria in the plan were launched in the mid 1960s.  

  However, the most critical problem of this plan was that there was no basis for demand. 

This is related to the fact that this plan was inspired by policies adopted by Germany’s 

Volkswagen plan before the Second World War. Namely, it was assumed that a practical car 

with a low price would naturally bring about the creation of a market, resulting in advances in 

the domestic passenger car industry. However, in the process of developing new products, 

manufacturers had to make strategic estimations of the scope and type of demand, which 

meant they had disparate projections. The outcome was a wide range of development 

models. These diverse models, from mini-cars to popular-cars, were all in competition with 

each other, which was not something that the ‘People’s Car Plan’ had predicted.  

  For instance, New Mitsubishi conducted a wide range of surveys about the various types 

of passenger cars developed, exhaustively analyzing the differences between a mini-car 

model and a popular-car model with an engine displacement of 500cc. As a result, it deemed 

the popular-car model suitable for Japan since demand for the people’s car came from 

places of business, not individuals. An analysis projecting that the mini-car was merely a 

                                         
4 It was pointed out that this plan was similar to the 'Automobile Manufacturing Law' of 1936 which gave 

permits and provided support to only Toyota and Nissan to manufacture automobiles in order to 
compete with GM and Ford, who had dominated the Japanese auto market at the time. Therefore, the 
automobile manufacturers opposed this plan because it was concerned about whether the government 
would regulate the market like it did before the Second World War.  

short-term, transitional model, was based on West Germany’s experience. During the post-

war recovery period in Germany, a small-car with 500cc in engine displacement was 

temporarily popular but people quickly lost interest in the late 1950s. However, as we 

discussed earlier, demand for mini or popular cars still existed in Italy, unlike in Germany. At 

any rate, New Mitsubishi jumped into the development of the first passenger car, as a 

popular-car with 500cc engine displacement in 1957, and started selling them in 1960. 

  On the other hand, Fuji Heavy Industries and Mazda chose a mini passenger car as their 

first development model. At the time, this type of passenger car was being made by auto 

makers that specialized in manufacturing trucks or motorcycles, not passenger cars. Even 

Toyota, which had developed a domestic small passenger car, entered this market. The 

developed model had an engine displacement of 700cc and was sold from 1961 onward. 

Since then, competition increased among auto makers, resulting in a diversification of 

development models. Auto makers that started off with mini-cars branched out into popular-

cars and vice versa. Thus, by the mid 1960s, a wide range of models were competing 

against each other.    

  In the 1960s, the market shifted towards a structure where both sides were in direct 

competition and occupied 35~40% of the entire passenger car market. Among all the mini-

cars, Mazda’s model sold the most, which was followed by Fuji Heavy Industries’ model. Out 

of all the popular-cars, Toyota’s Publica was the most popular. Under this influence, a variety 

of popular-cars with engine displacements of 800~1000cc were manufactured, leading 

motorization in the mid 1960s. The Toyota Corolla(1966) and Honda Civic(1972), what’s 

currently known as symbols of small-cars, was released as popular-cars at the time.   

 

Ⅴ. Conclusion   

  I have examined the market structure of the Japanese automobile industry and its demand 

structure by dividing the industry into the truck sector and passenger car sector. A distinct 

characteristic of the market structure in Japan was that compared to other countries, the 

percentage of trucks in the market was comparatively high. The reason was that a large 

demand for three-wheeler trucks had existed over a long period of time. Especially, the mini 

three-wheeler that was developed in the late 1950s succeeded in creating demand in the 



transportation in small quantities sector that had been lying dormant, which became the 

source of demand for mini four-wheeler trucks. The passenger car market showed 

similarities to Europe’s market structure, which was evident when tracking the change in the 

percentage of cars in the 1000cc and below category. In Japan’s case, that category 

contained both mini-cars and popular cars, both of which were in direct competition with 

each other, inducing the expansion of the passenger car market. Viewed in terms of 

households, self-employed was the source of demand for popular-cars and salaried 

employee were the source of demand for mini-cars.  

  These characteristics of the market and demand came to the surface as an outcome of 

auto makers’ strategies and responses. Inversely, it can be said that the international 

competitiveness of Japanese auto makers was strengthened in the process of them dealing 

with changes in the market and demand. That is, for a mini-car or three-wheeler that is 

smaller and cheaper than a small-car to turn a profit, more effort had to be exerted in 

reducing cost in the manufacturing process, the result of which is what we call the ‘Japanese 

production method.’ 

  Finally, I will briefly summarize how Japan’s automobile market structure changed from the 

period this paper halts its analysis to the present. Up until 1990, the automobile market grew 

in scale, but started to be downsized after reaching the peak of 7.78 million, falling to 4.96 

million in 2010. There was a sharper drop in trucks, causing the percentage of passenger 

car sales to reach 86% in 2010. On the other hand, while the ratio of mini-cars started falling 

in the 1970s, that trend was reversed in the 1980s, climbing to 35% in 2010. Mini-trucks 

made up 60% of total trucks.  

  After the 1990s, the Japanese automobile industry has managed to keep its international 

competitiveness even during Japan’s long-term recession, unlike electronic   appliance 

industry. This is thanks to the success of auto makers’ production strategies and 

development plans. However, from a market and demand structure perspective, it has been 

a period of tumultuous change. It is worthy of further studies to research how the industry 

has changed after the 1990s and analyze the causes behind that change, while bearing in 

mind the analysis of the high-speed economic growth period in this paper.  

 


